Peripheral auditory neurons are tuned to single frequencies of sound. In the central auditory system, excitatory (or facilitatory) and inhibitory neural interactions take place at multiple levels and produce neurons with sharp level-tolerant frequency-tuning curves, neurons tuned to parameters other than frequency, cochleotopic (frequency) maps, which are different from the peripheral cochleotopic map, and computational maps. The mechanisms to create the response properties of these neurons have been considered to be solely caused by divergent and convergent projections of neurons in the ascending auditory system. The recent research on the corticofugal (descending) auditory system, however, indicates that the corticofugal system adjusts and improves auditory signal processing by modulating neural responses and maps. The corticofugal function consists of at least the following subfunctions. auditory system ͉ descending system ͉ learning and memory ͉ plasticity ͉ tonotopic map T he central auditory system creates many physiologically distinct types of neurons for auditory signal processing. Their response properties have been interpreted to be produced by divergent and convergent interactions between neurons in the ascending auditory system. Until recently, the contribution of the descending (corticofugal) system to the shaping (or even creation) of their response properties has hardly been considered. Recent findings indicate that the corticofugal system plays important roles in shaping or even creating the response properties of central auditory neurons and in reorganizing cochleotopic (frequency) and computational (e.g., echo-delay) maps. Therefore, the understanding of the neural mechanisms for auditory signal processing is incomplete without the exploration of the functional roles of the corticofugal system. In this article, we first enumerate several types of neurons and computational maps created in the bat's central auditory system and then describe the anatomy and physiology of the corticofugal system.
T
he central auditory system creates many physiologically distinct types of neurons for auditory signal processing. Their response properties have been interpreted to be produced by divergent and convergent interactions between neurons in the ascending auditory system. Until recently, the contribution of the descending (corticofugal) system to the shaping (or even creation) of their response properties has hardly been considered. Recent findings indicate that the corticofugal system plays important roles in shaping or even creating the response properties of central auditory neurons and in reorganizing cochleotopic (frequency) and computational (e.g., echo-delay) maps. Therefore, the understanding of the neural mechanisms for auditory signal processing is incomplete without the exploration of the functional roles of the corticofugal system. In this article, we first enumerate several types of neurons and computational maps created in the bat's central auditory system and then describe the anatomy and physiology of the corticofugal system.
Neurons Tuned to Acoustic Parameters Characterizing Biosonar Signals and Cochleotopic and Computational Maps
All peripheral neurons are tuned to single frequencies (best frequencies, BFs). In the central auditory system, excitatory, inhibitory, and facilitatory neural interactions take place at multiple levels and produce neurons with sharp level-tolerant (the width of a frequency tuning curve is narrow regardless of sound levels) frequency tuning curves (1) and also neurons tuned to specific values of parameters other than frequency. Some of these neurons apparently are related to the processing of biosonar signals. They are latency-constant, phasic on-responding neurons (2, 3) ; paradoxical latency-shift neurons (4); durationtuned neurons (5); frequency modulation (FM)-sensitive or -specialized neurons (6) (7) (8) ; sharply frequency-tuned neurons showing level tolerancy (9, 10) ; FM or amplitude modulation (AM) rate-tuned neurons (11) ; constant frequency (CF)͞CF and FM-FM combination-sensitive neurons (12) ; neurons tuned to particular combinations of frequency and amplitude (e.g., ref. 9); and binaural neurons (see ref. 13 for review). The biosonar signals of the mustached bat consist of CF and FM components. CF͞CF and FM-FM neurons, respectively, are tuned to specific combinations of CF or FM components of the emitted pulse and its echo.
In the auditory cortex (AC) of the little brown bat, neurons with short best durations are located ventrally to those with long best durations. They may form a duration axis (14) . In the AC of the mustached bat, CF͞CF neurons are clustered in the CF͞CF area and form frequency-vs.-frequency coordinates for the systematic representation of Doppler shift; FM-FM neurons are clustered in the FM-FM area and form an echo-delay axis for the systematic representation of target distance (see ref. 15 for review); and Doppler-shifted constant-frequency (DSCF) neurons are clustered in the DSCF area and form frequency-vs.-amplitude coordinates for the fine spatio-temporal representation of periodic frequency and amplitude modulations of echoes from flying insects (9) . In the superior colliculus of the big brown bat, there is a space map, and some neurons are tuned to a sound source at a particular azimuth, elevation, and depth (16) . No auditory space map has been found in the AC. Instead, it has been found that two types of binaural neurons (I-E and E-E) form binaural bands in the AC (mustached bats, ref. 17 ; cats, ref. 18) , and that the best azimuth to excite neurons varies systematically along the frequency axis of the AC (mustached bats, ref.
19; big brown bats, ref. 20).
Neural mechanisms to create the response properties of neurons and the computational maps listed above have been explained by various mechanisms, such as inhibition, coincidence detection (facilitation), coincidence detection associated with delay lines, and disinhibition (1, 5-7, 15, 21-24) . All investigators have assumed that the mechanisms are caused by divergent and convergent projections of neurons in the ascending auditory system. Because the neurons with the response properties listed above have been found in the subcortical auditory nuclei, they are expected to be under corticofugal modulation. Recent findings indicate that the corticofugal system plays important roles in shaping (or even creating) the response properties of central auditory neurons and in reorganizing the cochleotopic and computational maps.
The Corticofugal Auditory System: Anatomy Neurons in the deep layers of the AC project to the medial geniculate body (MGB), inferior colliculus (IC), or subcollicular auditory nuclei (25) (26) (27) . These corticofugal projections are tonotopically organized (27, 28) . Corticothalamic fibers project only to the ipsilateral MGB and thalamic reticular nucleus (27, 29) . However, corticocollicular fibers bilaterally project to the IC. The ipsilateral projection is much more extensive and topographically organized than the contralateral projection (26) . Therefore, ipsilateral corticofugal modulation is expected to be much larger than contralateral corticofugal modulation in the IC and MGB and to be frequency-dependent. Corticofugal projections are bilateral to the subcollicular nuclei: superior olivary complex and cochlear nucleus (30) . Corticofugal modulation is expected to take place even in the cochlea via olivocochlear neurons in the superior olivary complex. The central nucleus of the IC projects not only to the MGB and the superior colliculus, but also to medial olivocochlear neurons, which mostly project to contralateral cochlear outer hair cells. In general, olivocochlear neurons bilaterally project to the cochlea, although there are some differences in olivocochlear projections between species (see ref. 31 for review).
Because the corticofugal system forms multiple feedback loops, the exploration of corticofugal functions is ongoing at different levels of the auditory system. An obvious critical experiment to be performed is the selective inactivation of individual feedback loops without injuring the ascending auditory system. Such an experiment, however, appears to be impossible because of anatomical complexity.
Corticofugal Modulation of Auditory Signal Processing
Gain Control. Physiological data of corticofugal effects on MGB and IC neurons have been controversial: (i) only or predominantly inhibitory (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) ; (ii) only or predominantly excitatory or facilitative (39) (40) (41) ; or (iii) equally excitatory or inhibitory (42, 43) . These data, regardless of the excitatory or inhibitory effect, indicate that one of the corticofugal functions can be nonspecific gain control. In the mustached bat, nonfocal inactivation of cortical auditory neurons, including neurons matched to recorded subcortical neurons, evokes a large reduction of the auditory responses of the subcortical neurons (44, 45) . Matched means that electrically stimulated cortical neurons and recorded subcortical or cortical neurons are tuned to the same value of an acoustic parameter. Unmatched means that they are tuned to different values of an acoustic parameter. One of the corticofugal functions is amplification of the responses of subcortical neurons. Because there is a much larger number of corticofugal fibers than thalamocortical fibers, the corticofugal system should have much more elegant functions than simple gain control.
To study the functional roles of the corticofugal system, one should not ignore that corticofugal and subcortical neurons both are tuned to particular values of an acoustic parameter. Therefore, electrical stimulation or drug application for activation or inactivation should be highly focal except for the initial phase of corticofugal research, and corticofugal effects on subcortical neurons should be evaluated with regard to the relationship in tuning between stimulated or inactivated cortical neurons and recorded subcortical neurons. The recent research designed on this philosophy leads us to several findings in the mustached bat, Pteronotus parnellii parnellii, and the big brown bat, Eptesicus fuscus.
Egocentric Selection in the Mustached Bat. In the mustached bat, DSCF neurons are extremely sharply tuned to frequencies at Ϸ61 kHz. They are specialized for processing frequency and͞or amplitude modulated insect echoes. On the other hand, FM-FM neurons are combination-sensitive and are tuned to particular values of echo delays. They are specialized for processing target-distance information (see refs. 15 and 46 for review). To examine corticofugal modulation of the responses of thalamic and͞or collicular DSCF or FM-FM neurons, the cortical DSCF (47, 48) or FM-FM area (49) was focally inactivated with 90 nl of 1.0% lidocaine or focally and repetitively activated with 100-nA, 0.2-ms long electric pulses delivered at a rate of 5͞s for 7 min or 6.7͞s for 6.7 min (ES ar , repetitive electric stimulation of the AC).
DSCF Neurons. Cortical DSCF neurons, via the corticofugal system, mediate a highly focused positive feedback to augment the auditory responses at the BFs of matched thalamic or collicular DSCF neurons (hereafter, subcortical neurons). The BFs of these matched neurons are the same within Ϯ 0.2 kHz as the BF of the electrically stimulated cortical neurons (hereafter, cortical BF). The positive feedback is very strong. Without it, the responses of subcortical neurons would be small. The positive feedback always is accompanied by widespread lateral inhibition, which suppresses the auditory responses at the BFs of unmatched subcortical DSCF neurons (hereafter, subcortical BF). The BFs of these subcortical neurons are different by more than 0.2 kHz, but not more than 2.0 kHz, from the cortical BF. Focal cortical inactivation with lidocaine evokes subcortical changes, which are exactly opposite to the above ( Fig. 1 E and F) .
Focal activation of cortical DSCF neurons modulates response magnitude of subcortical DSCF neurons, sharpens their frequency-tuning curves, and shifts the BFs and tuning curves of unmatched subcortical DSCF neurons away from the cortical BF. This centrifugal BF shift lasts up to 3 h, i.e., ''recovers'' in 3 h. Therefore, cortical neurons, via the corticofugal system, adjust and improve auditory information processing in the subcortical auditory nuclei. In other words, cortical neurons adjust and improve their own input. These corticofugal functions were named egocentric selection (49) . The effects of egocentric selection are nearly two times larger for thalamic DSCF neurons than for collicular DSCF neurons ( Fig. 1 C-F) . In other words, cortical neurons adjust and improve their own inputs through multiple corticofugal feedback loops. Focal inactivation of cortical DSCF neurons results in corticofugal changes that are just opposite to those evoked by focal cortical activation ( Fig. 1 A-D) . The corticofugal effects on subcortical DSCF and FM-FM neurons last long, so that it is hypothesized that egocentric selection is involved in the reorganization (plasticity) of the frequency and echo-delay maps of the central auditory system.
Corticofugal effects caused by positive feedback are stronger on subcortical FM-FM neurons than on subcortical DSCF neurons. Therefore, the processing of complex sounds by combination-sensitive neurons generally may depend on the corticofugal system more than does the processing by neurons primarily responding to single tones (44, 45) .
Cochlear Hair Cells. The corticofugal system probably modulates the activity of cochlear hair cells through inhibitory olivocochlear neurons (26, 27, 31) . It has been proposed that olivocochlear fibers improve the discrimination of complex sounds (52) , increase the signal-to-noise ratio (53) , increase the dynamic range of intensity coding (54), mediate selective attention (55) , control the gain (56), and reduce temporary threshold shift (57) . The functional role of the corticofugal system in signal processing at the subcollicular nuclei and the cochlea remains to be explored.
In the mustached bat, cochlear microphonic response (CM) recorded at the perilymphatic duct is sharply tuned to Ϸ61 kHz. Because of the sharp tuning, the CM evoked by a tone burst at Ϸ61 kHz shows a prominent off-response (CM-after), i.e., damped oscillations that occur at a fixed frequency (Ϸ61 kHz) irrespective of the frequency of a stimulus tone burst (58) . The focal electrical activation of the IC increases the resonance frequency and the duration of CM-after at Ϸ61 kHz (Fig. 2) . Although the increase in the duration of CM-after suggests sharpening of the frequency tuning of outer hair cells, we don't yet know how our preliminary data are related to the modulation of auditory signal processing and whether focal activation of the cortical DSCF area representing Ϸ61 kHz evokes the same changes as those evoked by the focal activation of the IC.
Egocentric Selection in the Big Brown Bat. In the big brown bat, Jen et al. (38) found that electrical stimulation of the AC evoked either short latency facilitation (26%) or inhibition (74%) of collicular neurons regardless of whether they were matched or unmatched in BF with stimulated cortical neurons. They also found that the electric stimulation either augmented the auditory responses and broadened the frequency and spatial tuning curves of collicular neurons or suppressed the auditory responses and sharpened these tuning curves. The data obtained from the big brown bat by Suga and his coworkers (59-63), summarized below, are different from those obtained by Jen et al. (38) , who used 0.1-ms long, 1.3-to 85-A pulses for cortical stimulation. Suga and his coworkers used 0.2-ms long, 0.1-A electric pulses for cortical stimulation.
Cortical neurons, via the corticofugal system, mediate focused positive feedback to augment the auditory responses at the BFs of matched collicular neurons without shifting their BFs and frequency tuning curves, as found in the mustached bat ( Fig. 3  C and D) . The BFs of matched neurons are within Ϯ 0.5 kHz of the cortical BF.
The corticofugal effects on unmatched collicular neurons are inhibitory at their BFs and at frequencies higher than their BFs. However, the effects are facilitatory at the frequencies between the cortical and collicular BFs. The inhibitory and facilitative effects are larger on the high-frequency side than on the low-frequency side of the cortical BF (Fig. 3D) . Because of these frequency-dependent corticofugal effects, the BFs and frequency-tuning curves of unmatched collicular neurons shift toward the cortical BF. This centripetal BF shift occurs predominantly for collicular neurons with BFs higher than the cortical BF. Therefore, the centripetal BF shift is asymmetrical (Fig. 3C d and e) . Asymmetrical and centripetal BF shifts also can be evoked by acoustic stimuli [20-ms long, 50-dB sound pressure level (SPL) tone bursts delivered at a rate of 10͞s for 30 min; Fig. 3Cb ].
BF shifts mean the reorganization of the cochleotopic (frequency) map of the IC. This reorganization can be easily demonstrated by dorso-ventral penetrations of a recording electrode along the frequency axis of the IC. In such a penetration, BFs systematically become higher with the electrode depth ( Fig.  3 A and B, E) . When cortical neurons with a particular BF (arrow in Fig. 3 A or B) are electrically stimulated, the BF-depth curve shifts toward the cortical BF. This shift occurs for collicular BFs, which are 0-12 kHz higher than the cortical BF (Fig. 3 A and  B, F) . This reorganization of the frequency map results in the over-representation of the frequency equal to the cortical BF and the under-representation of frequencies that are 6-12 kHz higher than the cortical BF. Therefore, the contrast of the neural representation of the frequency of an acoustic stimulus is increased.
ES ar also evokes BF shifts of cortical neurons located near the stimulation site that are very similar to collicular BF shifts. For example, centripetal BF shifts occur over 600-700 m rostral to the electrically stimulated cortical neurons with a 30-kHz BF and over 500 m caudal to these. The amount of BF shifts is asymmetrical and 3-4 times larger on the rostral (higher frequency) side of the stimulated cortical neurons than on the caudal (low frequency) side (62) .
For 30-min ES ar , collicular and cortical BF shifts develop up to Ϸ64% of the plateau within 2 min, reach a plateau at 30 min, and then recover Ϸ180 min after the cessation of ES ar . The recovery of BF shift tends to be slightly slower in the AC than in the IC (see Fig. 5A a and b) . The lengthening of ES ar beyond 30 min, e.g., to 90 min, hardly increases the amount of BF shifts, but increases the duration of the plateau. The recovery time is nearly the same as that for the 30-min ES ar . When the duration of ES ar is shorter than 30 min, the BF shifts are small and recover quickly. For a 2-min ES ar , the BF shifts are Ϸ64% of the plateau and recover in Ϸ42 min. BF shifts in the big brown bat are associated with sharpening of frequency-tuning curves of some neurons (62) , as found in the mustached bat (47) .
Corticofugal lateral inhibition of collicular or thalamic neurons may be based on (i) intrinsic cortical inhibition, which may adjust the amount of corticofugal positive feedback, (ii) intrinsic thalamic inhibition, (iii) inhibition by the thalamic reticular nucleus, and͞or (iv) intrinsic collicular inhibition. Jen et al. (38) found that neurons in the external nucleus of the IC are excited by corticofugal fibers and in turn inhibit neurons in the central nucleus of the IC.
Differences in Corticofugal Modulation Between Species and Between Ordinary and Specialized Areas
Egocentric selection has been found not only in the mustached bat ( Fig. 1 ) and big brown bat (Fig. 3) , but also in the cat (64) , so that it may be a general function of the corticofugal system. Corticofugal positive feedback associated with lateral inhibition also has been found in the visual system (65) . However, the effect of egocentric selection on the cochleotopic (frequency) map is different between different species of mammals and between ordinary and specialized areas of the AC of a single species.
Egocentric selection evokes centrifugal and symmetrical shifts of the BFs of DSCF neurons (Fig. 1) and the best delays of FM-FM neurons (49) of the mustached bat, but centripetal and asymmetrical BF shifts in the AC of the big brown bat (Fig. 3) . BF shifts are centripetal and asymmetrical in the AC of the Mongolian gerbil (Meriones unguiculatus) and are centripetal and somewhat symmetrical in the posterior division of the AC of the mustached bat (66) . The range and amount of the BFs shifted by ES ar are also different from species to species and between the ordinary and specialized areas of the AC.
Corticofugal excitation or facilitation and inhibition appear to evoke centripetal and centrifugal BF shifts of unmatched subcortical neurons, respectively (Fig. 4A) . If the excitatory effect is strong and widespread to neighboring unmatched neurons and negative feedback is weak, it may evoke prominent centripetal BF shifts (Fig. 4B) . On the contrary, if the excitatory effect is highly focused to matched neurons and the inhibitory effect is strong and widespread to neighboring unmatched neurons, it may evoke prominent centrifugal BF shift (Fig. 4C) . The corticofugal excitatory and inhibitory effects shown in Fig. 4 B and C may be combined in different ways (Fig. 4D) . For example, if the excitatory effect is strong and widespread on the highfrequency side and there is neither excitatory nor inhibitory effect on the low-frequency side, it may evoke asymmetrical centripetal BF shift (Fig. 4D Right) .
Neural representation of auditory signals in an ordinary AC appears to be improved by centripetal BF shifts, which result in over-representation of a particular value of a parameter characterizing a given acoustic stimulus. The area for overrepresentation is always bordered with the area or areas for under-representation. On the other hand, a specialized AC such as the DSCF and FM-FM areas over-represent particular values of a parameter in a narrow range in the natural condition. Therefore, further improvement for signal processing is performed by increasing the contrast in neural representation by centrifugal shifts in tuning curves. Asymmetrical centripetal BF shifts appear to be related to the asymmetrical shape of a frequency-tuning curve, as previously discussed (59) . Regardless of types of BF shifts, tuning curves of neurons are sharpened by egocentric selection (47, 62) .
Corticofugal Modulation and Plasticity of the Auditory System: Physiology and Behavior
The response properties of neurons and the sensory maps in a sensory cortex and subcortical sensory nuclei can be changed by conditioning, learning of a discrimination task, or focal cortical electrical stimulation (see refs. 67-69 for review). The importance of the corticofugal system to evoke plasticity in the central sensory system had not been considered until very recently (in the auditory system, refs. 47, 49, 51, and 59; in the somatosensory system, refs. 70 and 71). Gao and Suga (60, 61) exposed the big brown bat to various stimuli and obtained data indicating the importance of the corticofugal system in cortical plasticity. Their data and conclusions are summarized below.
Collicular and cortical neurons show asymmetrical and centripetal BF shifts not only for focal electrical stimulation of the AC (Fig. 3Cd) , but also for a repetitive delivery of 20-ms long, 50-dB SPL tone bursts at a rate of 10͞s for 30 min (AS r , repetitive acoustic stimuli) (Fig. 3Cb) . These findings indicate that egocentric selection is an intrinsic mechanism for the reorganization of the central auditory system. A 1.0-s long train of 10-ms long, 50-dB SPL tone bursts at a burst rate of 33͞s (AS t , train of acoustic stimuli), delivered alone to the animal every 30 s for 30 min, does not evoke BF shift (Fig.  3Ca) . However, when AS t is delivered as a conditioned stimulus followed by an unconditioned electric leg stimulation (ES l ), large BF shifts are evoked that are also asymmetrical and centripetal (Fig. 3Cc) . Neither ES l alone nor AS t delivered after ES l (backward conditioning) evokes BF shifts. Because AS t alone is behaviorally irrelevant, the data indicate that when an acoustic stimulus becomes behaviorally relevant to the animal, it evokes, via egocentric selection, considerable plasticity in the central auditory system, and that behavioral relevance is determined by the auditory and nonauditory systems, through associative learning.
The AC and the somatosensory cortex are both necessary for the BF shifts in the IC (60) and AC (61) caused by the conditioning, i.e., by associative learning. Electrical stimulation of the somatosensory cortex augments the collicular and cortical BF shifts evoked by the electric stimulation of the AC (63) . Therefore, one of the nonauditory systems described above is the somatosensory cortex activated by the unconditioned leg stimulation. Another nonauditory system to be considered is the cholinergic basal forebrain, because its involvement in the plasticity of the AC has been demonstrated by Bakin and Weinberger (72) and Kilgard and Merzenich (73, 74) .
Cortical and collicular BF shifts evoked by 30-min ES ar are nearly the same in amount and recovery time (Fig. 5A a and b) . However, those evoked by a 30-min conditioning session were quite different from each other (Fig. 5A c and d) . Namely, the collicular BF shift is largest at the end of conditioning, and it is larger than the cortical BF shift within 45 min after the conditioning. The collicular BF shift recovers 180 min after the conditioning, just like that evoked by ES ar (compare c with a in Fig. 5A ). On the other hand, the cortical BF shift gradually increases after the conditioning, reaches a plateau at the time when the collicular BF shift almost recovers, and then stays over many hours (Fig. 5Ad) . This is quite different from the cortical BF shift evoked by ES ar (Fig. 5Ab) . When the second condi- tioning session is given to the animal after the recovery of the collicular BF shift, it evokes the collicular BF shift, which is almost the same as that evoked by the first, and the cortical BF shift, which gradually increases over 3 h to a new plateau. However, the second conditioning session given to the animal at the beginning of the recovery phase of the collicular BF shift hardly changes the cortical BF shift, but prolongs the collicular BF shift. These observations indicate: (i) the collicular BF shift is not at all a consequence of the cortical BF shift, (ii) it always precedes the cortical BF shift, and (iii) its increasing phase is more related to the large cortical BF shift than its decreasing phase. The collicular BF shift appears to boost the cortical BF shift (61) . Hereafter, we call plasticity lasting up to 3 h short term and plasticity lasting longer than 3 h long term.
Stimulation of the basal forebrain with 0.2-ms, 100-A electric pulses immediately before and͞or during (but not after) ES ar augments the collicular and cortical BF shifts evoked by ES ar , i.e., by the AC and the corticofugal system. The cortical BF shift becomes long-lasting, but the lengthening the recovery time of the collicular BF shift is small (63) . (77) (78) (79) . (iv) The basal forebrain receives an input from the amygdala, which is necessary for the acquisition of conditioned response (80) (81) (82) . (v) The amygdala receives an input from thalamic nuclei (83) . Weinberger (see refs. 69 and 83 for review) pointed out the importance of the amygdala and cholinergic basal forebrain for plasticity of the AC evoked by fear conditioning. The basal forebrain undoubtedly plays an important role in the plasticity of the AC (72) (73) (74) .
In the big brown bat, an acetylcholine application to the AC during auditory conditioning augments both collicular and cortical BF shifts, which were barely evoked by a 15-min conditioning session. An atropine application to the AC during the 30-min conditioning session completely abolishes the cortical BF shift and reduces the collicular BF shift (84) . These observations indicate that the cholinergic system can augment the plasticity evoked by the AC and the corticofugal system and that the collicular BF shift can be evoked without the cortical BF shift. These observations suggest that the subcortical short-term change caused by egocentric selection, with the help of acetylcholine, boosts the cortical change into a long-term change.
Working Hypothesis
We propose the following working hypothesis of cortical plasticity. When behaviorally irrelevant acoustic stimuli are delivered to an animal, auditory signals representing the stimuli ascend from the cochlea to the AC. Then, the AC and the corticofugal system perform egocentric selection, which is a small and short-term modulation of subcortical signal processing. Accordingly, the small and short-term cortical change is evoked (Fig. 6 Left) . When the acoustic stimuli are paired with electric leg stimulation, the auditory and somatosensory signals ascend from the periphery to the auditory and somatosensory cortices, respectively (Fig. 6 Center), and then to the amygdala through association cortices. These signals are associated in the amygdala, which is essential for evoking conditioned behavioral response. Therefore, the acoustic stimuli become behaviorally relevant to the animal. The amygdala sends the ''associated'' signal to the cholinergic basal forebrain, which increases the cortical acetylcholine level (Fig. 6 Right) . Then, the change in the AC is augmented. Accordingly, egocentric selection is augmented, and the subcortical change becomes larger, so that the cortical change becomes larger and long term. This positive feedback loop is controlled by inhibition mediated by the thalamic reticular nucleus.
The dashed arrows in Fig. 6 indicate pathways through the multisensory thalamic nuclei that have been considered to be essential for cortical plasticity by Weinberger (see refs. 69 and 83 for review). These pathways appeared to be quite reasonable to us. However, the importance of these pathways is doubtful because of the following data obtained from the big brown bat (61) . (i) Inactivation or activation of the somatosensory cortex, respectively abolishes or augments cortical and collicular BF shifts evoked by fear conditioning. (ii) Collicular changes evoked by the corticofugal system precede cortical changes. (iii) The AC and corticofugal system have an intrinsic mechanism for cortical and subcortical plastic changes, which are highly specific to the parameters characterizing an acoustic stimulus. (iv) Fear conditioning evokes plasticity in the IC, which is the nucleus one step below the thalamus. In other words, the multisensory thalamic nuclei are not the first place where the plasticity caused by the conditioning is evoked.
Multiple Functions of the Corticofugal System for Hearing
The corticofugal function consists of at least the following subfunctions.
Egocentric Selection for Short-Term Adjustment and Improvement of
Auditory Signal Processing According to Auditory Experience. Egocentric selection is performed by the AC and the corticofugal system. It is based on focused positive feedback associated with lateral inhibition. Egocentric selection adjusts and improves cortical neurons' own input, so that it is similar to the function of corticofugal feedback in the visual system (85) . (37, 38, 47, 62) , amplitude, time (49) , and spatial domains (38) can be sharpened by the corticofugal system. Sharpening of tuning is one of the functions of egocentric selection. The creation of combination sensitivity through interactions between the ascending and descending systems (45) must be a particularly important function for processing behaviorally relevant complex sounds. In the visual system, response properties of thalamic neurons become complex because of corticofugal feedback (86) .
Binding of the Different Features of Auditory Signals. The problem of binding has been extensively studied in the visual system, but not in the auditory system. In the visual system, the corticofugal system evokes feature-linked synchronized discharges in the thalamic neurons (86, 87) .
Stabilization of Thalamic Auditory Responses Via the Thalamic Reticular Nucleus. The thalamic reticular nucleus receives axon collaterals from both ascending thalamo-cortical fibers and descending cortico-thalamic fibers. Corticofugal positive feedback has a high gain, so that ringing would be evoked if it is not incorporated with inhibition through the thalamic reticular nucleus (see ref. 51 for review). If the thalamic reticular nucleus does not operate properly, long-lasting discharges, perhaps responsible for tinnitus, would be produced. Cooling of the AC had ''complex'' effects on the auditory responses of MGB and reticular nuclear neurons, so that Villa et al. (41) proposed that the reticular nucleus takes a role as an adaptive filter.
Attentional Modulation of Auditory Signal Processing. In cats, visual attention to a mouse reduces auditory responses of the dorsal cochlear nucleus (88) and a visual discrimination task reduces auditory nerve responses to clicks (89) . In humans, visual attention reduces auditory nerve responses (90) and otoacoustic emissions evoked by a click (91) . The corticofugal system probably mediates attentional modulation of auditory signal processing.
Low-Frequency Modulation of Brain Rhythm. The corticofugal system transmits slow oscillatory changes in cortical activity to the thalamic visual nucleus. This slow oscillation (0.6-1.0 Hz) interacts with spindles (7-14 Hz) generated in the thalamus, modulates neural excitability, and produces different brain rhythms characterizing various behavioral states (see ref. 92 for review).
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